
Character Unit Terms:

➢Archetypes  
(characters and symbols)
➢Internal Conflict
➢Foil 
➢Hubris
➢Epiphany
➢Catharsis 
➢Dynamic character
➢Static character 



 The Hero

 Tragic Hero

 Epic Hero

 Anti-hero

 The Outcast

 The Temptress

 The Mentor

 The Scapegoat

 Star-crossed Lovers

 The Shrew

 Classic Villain

 Damsel in Distress







 All heroes and heroines share several characteristics in 
common: 

 They embody characteristics their society values 

 They overcome obstacles 

 They exist as exemplars for their contemporaries 

 They possess greater skills than their contemporaries 





The modern hero 

 exists as a more complex, 
rounded character

 lack supernatural powers. 
 are flawed individuals
 rise above the circumstances 

of their times to accomplish 
great things

 usually do not undertake a 
physical quest

 may not accomplish their 
goal, yet they never cease 
striving toward it

 • Elizabeth Bennet in 
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice 
 Ms. Bennet refuses to 

embrace society’s ideals of a 
woman during her time, 
choosing independence over 
domesticity. 

 She must overcome her pride 
and prejudice in order to find 
happiness. 

 Jay Gatsby in Fitzgerald’s 
The Great Gatsby 
 –Born poor, Jay Gatsby 

overcomes his circumstances 
to enjoy great wealth. 

Examples of Modern Heroes 



 A hero (heroine for a female) in Greek mythology and folklore, was originally a 
demigod.

 Classical Mythology :

 Classical  Hero
 Archetypal characters that follow a literary pattern
 Possess supernatural abilities such as extreme strength
 Enjoy great success and rewards 
 being of godlike prowess and beneficence who often came to 

be honored as a divinity
 a warrior-chieftain of special strength, courage, or ability. 
 an immortal being; demigod

CONTRASTS WITH

 Modern  Hero:
 Better rounded characters, and can be unpredictable 
 Lack supernatural abilities of any kind
 May not accomplish their goal and/or be rewarded by society 



Epic Hero Characteristics

 The classical hero is an 
archetypal character, 
meaning he will follow an 
established pattern. 

 Meets five important criteria: 
 He is a man favored by gods 

or rulers. 
 He undertakes a long 

journey, or quest, 
successfully. 

 He possesses greater skills 
than the ordinary man. 

 He defeats his enemies. 
 He embraces his humanity, 

learning from mistakes. 

 Beowulf in the Anglo-Saxon epic. –
 Beowulf possesses super-human strength 

and cunning. 
 He ultimately defeats Grendel, his mother 

and a dragon to ensure his people’s safety. 

 Odysseus in Homer’s epic The Odyssey. 
 Cursed by Poseidon for his pride, 

Odysseus wanders the seas for twenty 
years, outwitting Greek gods, goddess and 
monsters on his quest to return home. 

 He displays great courage, cunning and 
strength throughout the tale. 

 Harry Potter in Rowling’s series. 
 Orphaned at a young age, Harry 

ultimately undertakes the quest to save 
the wizarding world from Lord 
Voldermort. 

 With his great wizarding skill, bravery 
and cunning Harry embarks on a journey 
filled with perilous adventures and 
encounters to fulfill his quest.

Epic Hero Examples:



Tragic Characteristics
 Noble birth with heroic or potentially heroic qualities

 Fated by the Gods or by some supernatural force to 
doom and destruction or at least to great suffering

 Struggles mightily against this fate and this cosmic 
conflict wins our admiration

 Because the tragic hero simply cannot accept a 
diminished view of the self and because of some 
personality flaw, the hero fails in this epic struggle 
against fate

 This tragic drama involves choices (free will) and 
results in a paradox 
 --- Is it Fate or Free Will which is primarily 

responsible for the suffering in the hero's life (and 
in our lives in light of our own personal 
tragedies)? 

 Though fated, the hero makes choices which bring 
about his destruction

 Tragic drama usually reveals the hero's true identity

 The hero's suffering, however, is not gratuitous 
because through great suffering the hero is 
enlightened
 Such heroes learn about themselves and their 

place in the universe
 Pride is chastened
 Though destroyed the hero is at peace 

intellectually

 Tragic doom is both public (the State) and private (a 
family tragedy as well)

 Death of a Salesman

 Willy Woman

 Shakespeare’s R&J

 Romeo

 Star Wars

 Anakin Skywalker

 Shakespeare’s Hamlet

 Prince Hamlet

Examples



Anti Hero Characteristics:
 Has some characteristics of hero and some 

personality traits of a villain

 Ultimately gives in to the goals and desires 
of a hero

 Many have disturbing backgrounds that 
have resulted in their present state of being

 Go through mental and spiritual conflicts 
within themselves which have an impact on 
decision making 
 Plenty of room to grow mentally and 

spiritually

 Motives for doing right 
 “just for the sake of doing right”
 Can also be for getting something in 

return, profit and treat virtue as a 
business transaction

 Revenge

 Portrayed as vigilantes or criminals in the 
eyes of established law

 Wolverine from X-MEN

 Mutant with power to heal rapidly

 Was forced to undergo a surgical procedure 

 Violent past of his has given him feelings of revenge, fury, and 
constant gruffness

 Many times  has an uncontrollable animal rage to kill his enemies , 
but does not enjoy it

 which serves as another form of attack on him mentally and 
morally 

 he still has a strong understanding of acting honorably and 
doing the right thing. 

 Gollum from The Lord of the Rings

 negatively affected by the ring of power

 Ring’s evil power has turned him into a twisted, tortured soul

 Split n two personalities

 The first one is a reflection of his original self, Smeagol, 
who is familiar with feelings of loyalty and compassion.  

 The second one would make him go as far as to kill anyone 
who has the ring of power in order to get it back, 

 Severus Snape from Harry Potter

 Never likes Harry

 Harry is under the impression Snape is out to get him

 Snape was childhood friends with Harry’s mother

 Bitterness towards Harry due to Harry’s father marrying Harry’s
mother

 Snape protects Harry despite his ill feelings towards the past

 Batman

 Mother and father killed as a child by a criminal

 Developed two sides growing up

 Bruce Wayne– playboy worth millions; successful business man

 Batman– fought ciminals in the middle of the night

 Vigilante – does not work by rules of police force

 Remains tortuned by his parents’ death



Anti Hero Examples:



Outcast Characteristics

 Figure banished from a 
community for some 
crime (real or imagined)

 Usually destined to 
become a wanderer

 The Grinch

 Quasimodo from 
Hunchback of Notre 
Dame

 Frankenstein’s Monster

Outcast Examples



Mentor Characteristics
 Two major functions:

 Teaching/Guiding
 Gift-giving

 Mentors often serve as the hero’s 
GPS. 

 They are the hero’s conscience and 
teacher. 

 They motivate the hero to achieve 
their goals, plant ideas in the 
hero’s mind that later on the hero 
draws upon, or initiate the hero 
into the mysteries of life and love. 

 They also train the hero so that he 
may have the skills to face dangers 
he will encounter on his quest. 

 Sometimes a Father or Mother 
figure

 Wise

 Confidant to the characters

 The Karate Kid
 Mr. Miyagi 

 Star Wars
 Yoda

 Harry Potter
 Dumbledore

 Shakespeare’s R&J
 The Nurse

 Cinderella
 Fairy Godmother

 Batman
 Alfred

Mentor Examples



Star-Crossed Lovers
Characteristics: 

 These two characters 
are engaged in a love 
affair

 Fated to end tragically

 Society, family, or 
friends do not approve 
of the relationship

 Shakespeare’s
 Romeo & Juliet

 Titanic
 Rose & Jack

 Star Wars
 Anakin & Padme

 Hunger Games
 Peeta and Katniss

 The Outsiders 
 Ponyboy & Cherry 

SCL Examples: 



Scapegoat Characteristics

 Origin 
 Were purification offerings made by 

primitive agricultural societies. 
These offering were made to appease 
“the power” of the seasonal cycles of 
nature 

 Characteristics of Scapegoat 
 human or animal 
 Assumes the blame for the plight 

afflicting society and pays a terrible 
price to rectify social ills 

 For different reasons – bad luck or poor 
judgment – the scapegoat must be 
sacrificed 

 The sacrifice atones for society’s sins and 
order is returned death in a public 
ceremony cleans the sin or evil that has 
visited upon a community. 

 The death of the scapegoat often makes 
him/her more powerful than in life. 

 Recognized member of society who is 
destroyed because society is not ready 
for what he/she has to offer 

 Bible
 Jesus

 The Lion, Witch, Wardrobe
 Aslan

 The Outsiders
 Johnny

Scapegoat Examples:



Shrew Characteristics

 A woman who displays:
 Violence

 Verbal aggression

 Verbally combativeness

 Rudeness of the tongue

 Nagging; scolding 
behavior

 (particular to a man)

 Shakespeare’s Taming of 
the Shrew
 Katherine Minola

 10 Things I hate About You
 Kat

 School of Rock
 Principal 

 Modern Family 
 Alex Dunphy

Shrew Ex.’s



Villain Characteristics
 Evil foil to the hero's personality 

 Main block/obstacle to his journey towards hero’s 
quest/destiny

 Represents a particular sin or vice, most 
often Greed, Ambition or Wrath
 If the hero represents a particular virtue, the Villain's 

vice will often be the inverse

 Visually different from the rest of the characters 
 Speaks differently than the rest of the characters 

(e.g. Jafar's regal-esque accent and Scar's eccentric 
drawl. 

 Befriends the hero, or, at the very core, has a level of 
deception which may or may not be known by the 
audience.
 Uses that deception to further his/her own ends.
 This plan generally moves the plot, and is essential 

to the hero(es)'s character development/journey.

 Achieves part of said ends before the final battle, 
usually this is what brings the deception to light.
 Has a dramatic Final Battle against the hero, during 

which the visuals are of a noticeably different 
scheme, such as during a storm, or with fire in the 
background.

 An iconic death, usually brought on by the character's 
own flaws.

 Religion
 Satan

 101 Dalmatians
 Cruella De Vil

 Othello
 Iago

 Harry Potter
 Voldermort

Villain Examples:



Damsel Characteristics

 Beautiful young woman 
placed in a dire predicament 
by a villain/monster

 Requires hero to achieve her 
rescue

 Hero then convinces damsel 
to be his wife/love interest 

 Vulnerable woman
 She is often used as bait to 

trap the hero
 Often portrayed as foolish and 

ineffectual to the point of naiveté

 Spiderman
 Mary Jane

 Disney
 Most princesses

 Tarzan
 Jane

Damsel Examples



Temptress Characteristics:

 Sensuous with beauty
 The hero is physically 

attracted to her, but she 
will ultimately bring 
about his downfall

 Uses beauty and 
intelligence to weaken 
and seduce the hero

 Her sensuality leads the 
hero off his path and 
away from his goals

 X-Men
 Jean Grey

 The Odyssey
 The Sirens

 Star Wars
 Princess Leia

Temptress Examples: 



Hubris 

 extreme pride, over confidence

Epiphany 

 moment of self realization or discovery that enlightens 

Catharsis

 the acceptance and healing 



 FOIL character

 character who contrasts with another character, usually 
the protagonist

 highlights various facets of the main character's 
personality

 similar superficial traits or personal history

 author uses foil to throw the character of the 
protagonist into sharper perspective 



 Internal conflict

 a struggle which takes place in the 

protagonist's mind and through which 

the character reaches a new understanding 

or dynamic change



 Dynamic character:   a major character in a work of 
fiction who encounters conflict and is changed by it. 
Dynamic characters tend to be more fully developed 
and described than static characters. 

e.g., Huck Finn = dynamic character because of 
the multiple changes he endures throughout the 
novel, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

 Static character: are typically minor characters in a 
work, who do NOT undergo substantial change or 
growth in the course of a story. Also referred to as 
"two-dimensional characters" or “flat”, often they play 
a supporting role to the main character, who as a rule 
should be “dynamic,” “round,” or complex.

e.g., Mr. George Wilson in The Great Gatsby.





 Born in Stratford-upon-Avon on April 23, 1564

 Died April 23, 1616

 Arrived in London in 1588

 His ability was first written about in 1592 

 Wrote 37 plays and 154 poems

 Fun “fact” or theory…
Anonymous Trailer

http://www.movieweb.com/news/anonymous-trailer


 Time and Place Written:

Between 1601 and 1604, England; published in 1622

 Tone: 

 Shakespeare clearly views the events of the play as tragic. 

 He seems to view the marriage between Desdemona and 
Othello as noble and heroic, for the most part.

 Major Conflict:

 Othello and Desdemona marry and attempt to 

build a life together, despite their differences 

in age, ethnicity and experience. 

 Their marriage is sabotaged by the envious Iago



 Tend to be victims of their own excesses or self-deception

 Lack of understanding prevents them from seeing truth

 Suffer from inner-conflict

 Characters of high power or status

 No real dependence on FATE or GOD



 Othello:

 Protagonist/Tragic Hero

 Highly respected general of armies of Venice

 Unlike other Shakespearean tragic heroes,  Othello 

is not a prince or a king; he is seen as a professional soldier 

 Because Othello is close to the common man, he is                            
easier to identify with and more sympathetic

 Othello believes others are honest and sincere until he has 

proof that they are not

 Has gained a strong reputation of a disciplinarian 

 *Believes that when a man’s honor is lost, according to this 

code, he must win it back*

 Has a wild imagination ….jealous ?

 Moor=North African – not a native

Racial/Cultural outsider 

Othello = stranger; he is never at home  and is constantly aware that 
others consider him a foreigner



 Jealous villain
 Othello’s ensign (a senior position also known as “ancient”                                          

or “standard-bearer”),
 28 year old military veteran from Venice 
 Obsessive, relentless, bold, and ingenious 
 He hates women 
 Just when you think you understand him, he does or says something completely 

mystifying
 Most lines out of any other character in any of his works- more than Hamlet, 

King Lear, Othello, etc.
 He seems to have no history of dirty deeds (almost every character calls him 

“honest”)
 Possibilities that May Explain his Behavior:

 He loves evil for evil sake (born that way) and thus needs no motive
 He is motivated by jealousy
 He seeks revenge based upon the rumors of Othello and Casio and his 

wife…
 He is motivated by a force he simply does not understand. (His reasons are 

contradictory, and he uses whatever excuse to rationalize his behavior.)
 As you read the text, decide which of these reasons explain Iago.  (His 

motives may overlap)



•Michael Cassio
•Othello’s lieutenant, or second-in-command
•Highly educated, young, good looking and 
inexperienced in battle 
•Truly devoted to Othello/ extremely loyal
•Highly innocent becomes the victim of the 
villain’s treachery 

•Desdemona
•Secret wife of Othello/Heorine
•Daughter of senator Brabantio

•Emilia
Pure/Meek – Determined/Self-possessed

•Iago’s wife and Desdemona’s loyal attendant 
•Cynical, worldly woman, and distrustful of her husband.



 Cyprus

 Setting changes fro m Venice to Cyprus due to war (attacked by 
Turkey)

Historical  Facts on Cyprus:

 Property of Venice for more than 100 years

 Turks attacked Cyprus in 1570

 Famous sea-battle of Lepanto in 1571 written in a poem by James I –
England’s new king in 1604



 Venice
 Most powerful 16th century city-state

 Commercial center of all of Europe



 Cyprus is located east of Italy, in the 

 Mediterranean Sea. It is just south of Turkey.



 Appearance and Reality:
 All things are not what they seem 

(language versus intended meaning)

 Duality (character deception, FOIL character)



Society’s Treatment of the Outsider: 
 The hero as the outsider, one who doesn’t 

belong in the society in which he lives
 Hatred is often skin deep–

racial inequality/prejudice
 The incompatibility of military 

heroism and love
 The danger of isolation



 Jealousy as it leads to tragedy: 
 Jealousy has the power to destroy

 Trust as it inhibits or intensifies jealousy

 Jealousy as a motivating factor to actions



In addition to themes, look for these devices!

 Motifs: 
 Sight and blindness; plants; animals; hell, demons, and 

monsters

 The handkerchief; the song “Willow”



 Annotate for character devices:

Archetypes

Internal Conflict

Foil Character

Hubris

Epiphany

Catharsis

 Annotate for Othello themes:

Appearance vs. Reality

Society’s Treatment of an Outsider

Jealousy leads to death

 Othello 1.1-1.2 is due tomorrow! 


